Our roots go deep.

It seems like everywhere you go these days there's another dotcom player in the lawn and garden industry popping up promising greener pastures.

With all due respect, we were in the green industry when the world wide web was still a seedling.

We recognized the potential that the internet offered to our industry, and pioneered the first fully functional, practical, and reliable ecommerce solution for the wholesale side of the business. Today, greenbuyer™ is a recognized online leader where growers and allied suppliers can list and sell their products and services to garden centers and landscapers.

Now we’re bringing that expertise to the retail side with yournursery™, a turn-key, cost effective way for garden and landscape businesses to design and maintain a web presence and build your business.

If you’re wondering what the web can do for your business, don’t go out on a limb...choose a company with strong roots and proven experience.
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Harry Albert is one of a new cadre of green industry business people who are tearing down the old way of doing business and establishing a new order with help from the Internet.

In January, Raleigh, N.C.-based Albert, who worked in marketing and sales for Rhone-Poulenc and Union Carbide for 24 years, shed the traditional business model of product distribution for the new world of electronic commerce. Last winter, Albert went to work for XS Inc., which operates a neutral Web-based agricultural product and equipment exchange called XSAg.com.

The site’s success prompted him to convince XS founder and CEO, Fulton Breen, to launch a second site called XSTurf.com, which will be online early next year.

The fledgling state of Albert’s sites typifies nearly all sites in this new industry segment. A veteran operation, such as Garden.com, has been around for about two years. It was only in the first or second quarters of this year that most firms first sold goods or services.

The Web sites are free-market exchanges where buyers and sellers negotiate prices on a per transaction basis. “We don’t own any of the products that are sold here,” Albert says. “We just assure that the products people offer exist and that the buyers have the money.
to pay for what they purchase. Then we facilitate the transaction, just like the New York Stock Exchange.”

The difference between Albert's online trading floor and the one on Wall Street is that his is a Web site. Businessmen like Albert who were the first in the green industry to take advantage of the Web have discovered that e-commerce is a more efficient way to connect with customers and close a sale than advertising to an audience and using the telephone or even making personal contact.

**Going golf**

Golf course maintenance distributors are making the same discovery about the Internet as landscapers. Sites like San Diego-based [Golfsat.com](http://www.golfsat.com) are creating marketplaces, consulting services and virtual communities for superintendents in which to exchange management information, and buy equipment and supplies.

Golfsat.com offers an electronic catalogue that features a more than 100,000-product equipment catalogue; localized weather service; online technical references on turfgrass insects, plant diseases, weeds and species; and a golf industry application service provider (ASP), or a company that buys software packages and puts those programs on a server (a large computer with techno-gurus managing it) located on the Internet. The site goes live in January. CEO Mike Scott says that 200 courses from North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Arizona and California have been involved in a beta test since April.

When the company learned that many superintendents don't have on-the-job access to computers or the Internet, it developed a low-cost program for them. For $29.95 a month, users can sign up for Golfsat.com’s hardware package, which includes a personal computer, software and Internet access.

Golfsat.com’s technical reference is a gigantic database with articles on current university research.

“Let’s say a superintendent wants to know about dollar spot,” Scott says. “He can access the reference to look at research information and, with another click, look at product information on how to control it.”

The company recently completed work on the global information system component of an ASP program to enable superintendents to call up planned views of their courses, set the rate of fertilization, compute how much will be used, hit the execute button, deduct how much will be pulled from inventory and trigger an order.

Golfsat.com is also creating an ASP offering for distributors. “They’ll be able to establish golf course product discount centers that will contain all the products in their inventories, the products’ technical specifications, and pricing information skews and discounts,” Scott says.

**What it takes**

Choosing an Internet Service Provider (ISP) is an important step toward getting involved in e-commerce. You should know that more popular services like AOL have Internet interfaces with quirks that prevent them from properly displaying some Web pages.

In addition, access for some ISPs can be difficult to secure in areas where subscriber demand outstrips the number of open lines. The service provides easy setup for Web pages, but the pages are very basic and nothing like what a decent Internet site designer and ISP could do.

You should pay no more than $25 a month for dial-up access. Don’t bother with firms that don’t offer unlimited access for their monthly fees.

Now’s a great time to buy a computer because there are many inexpensive models available. However, beware of discount deals offered by computer hardware manufacturers, many of whom trade discounts for several year commitments to ISPs. These may not be as desirable as they appear because some services are not suited

*Continued on page 6e*
Here are some of the many green industry Web sites that you'll find useful:

gcsaa.org
turftech.com
usga.org/green
ngf.org
bidmgr.com
wunderground.com
turfnet.com
nte.org
golfat.com
greentrac.com
e-greenbiz.com
igreens.com
precisionusa.com
golfbusiness.com
pestfacts.org
lawnsite.com
horticopia.com
egarden.com
floraplex.com
growit.com
growzone.com
greenbuyer.com
weedalert.com
turfcare.com
green2go.com
perma.green
greensuccess.com
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for commercial access.

There are several access options: dial-up connection, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), cable modem and T1. Dialup connection is the slowest of the four options. It comes standard with PCs and is accomplished through a phone modem over normal telephone wires. The fastest speed with this device is 56.6 kilobits per second (KBS).

A more speedy option, available over standard telephone lines, is DSL. Several DSL varieties are available from regional phone companies or broadband communication providers such as Rhythms Network (ISDN) in Englewood, Colo. “DSL offers speeds varying from 7.1 megabits per second to 144 kilobits per second, depending on how far your business is from your community’s central telephone system switch,” says Chris Hardman, Rhythms’ director of public relations.

Another option, ISDN, is less cost-effective than DSL, and its speed increase over DSL is negligible.

Another access option is a cable modem. Because it comes through the cable system, it doesn’t tie up a telephone line. It costs an additional $40 to $70 per month and provides access speeds from 500 kilobits to 1.5 million bits per second. However, speed diminishes by the number of subscribers connected to each access cable.

A T1 connection is the next best thing to direct feed from the Internet backbone. At 1.5 million bits per second, downloading 100-megabyte files will go as quickly as cutting dry grass in the late summer.

E-commerce options

Getting to the Web is easy as long as you have a Universal Resource Locator (URL) or Internet address.

Typically, a customer or broker goes to a site, registers as a user and provides contact and credit information to create an account. Then the person is free to log on and purchase or sell goods.

Buyer registration is usually free, but not always. For example, Golfsat.com will charge a $19.95 monthly membership fee and 6 percent transaction fee on sales. Commissions on most green industry e-commerce sites vary from 2 percent to 6 percent.

Most firms assure the existence of sellers’ goods and buyers’ credit. Money moves from an escrow account once the product arrives. Delivery can be coordinated through the dot.com.

Options available to buyers and sellers vary greatly. Some offer auctions, fixed price or name-your-price transactions. eGreenBiz.com of Boulder, Colo., offers online auctions and direct sales and also recently premiered a request for a bids system for plants and equipment.

PlantFind.com, a Boynton Beach, Fla.-based service that finds both common and rare plants, features separate chat rooms for agriculture and horticulture operators. It also helps sellers market goods through Web pages it designs and creates free of charge.

Michael Ferraro, president of PlantFind.com, has negotiated a deal with Plant and Supply Locator where users can look up materials in its directory and discover if they are available at PlantFind.com.

The Internet’s advantage, he says, is that it pulls together a fragmented market and allows for buying hard-to-find products quickly and inexpensively.

Other firms, like eGarden.com, which has an interactive calendar of lawn and garden industry events, draw users in with content.

“We have a news area and regional reporters who feed us news items,” says Linda Watson, eGarden.com’s president. “We also have a stock listing for the top 25 lawn and garden companies.”

Green2go.com hired Kris Sweet, editor of Ornamental Outlook, to generate copy for the news, weather and industry information section of its Web site. The site also has a staff entomologist, Suzanne Wainright, who answers pest-related questions.

In the golf industry, one new e-commerce venture is the tee time reservation network, where courses enter into contractual agreements with services to allow golfers to book tee times on their courses.

Book4Golf.com of Scottsdale, Ariz., which launched its site in January, lists all courses in North America on its site and has 1,000 of those courses under contract. Around 300 of those courses were “bookable” as of mid-July, says Marney Edwards, senior vice president of Book4Golf Vacations.

Book4Golf.com takes a 3.5 percent to 5 percent commission of the total round price. In one week in June, the firm booked more than 2,100 rounds of golf online.
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"It's made simple. Once someone puts in an RFP, we respond to it, and we get the business or not. The convenience is great."

-Matt Bunch
Operations Manager
Carolina Eastern-Maloney
Ravenel, SC

"We're in Missouri, and we bid on some things in South Carolina that we would never have known about otherwise. Greentrac has taken us from being a localized business to being more nationwide."

-Bill Kendrick
PTS Turf Products
Independence, MO

"Greentrac brings business from all over to your doorstep. It's like having a solid salesman on the road, only with no gas expenses."

-Bennett Denemark
Sales Executive
Sumter Small Engine
Sumter, SC

"We needed flags with logos for the golf course we're opening. I attached files of logos to my RFP and got responses within a day or two. It was that simple. I got exactly what I wanted, as quickly as I needed it."

-Randy Miller
Superintendent
Golf Club at Westcott Plantation
North Charleston, SC

"We'll get twice as much for used equipment if we auction it on Greentrac."

-Steve Minor
Superintendent
Creek View Country Club
Crandall, TX

"It's made it easier and faster to purchase equipment. I just purchased a long core aerifier. I put down what I wanted, got competitive bids back, and took the one I wanted. It's definitely a timesaver."

-Mark Colombo
President
Mark Colombo
Leonard, MI

"For us, I really believe the big benefit is the auction site. It's a good way to get movement on products you don't need anymore."

-Frank Onesty
Contract Manager
York Distributors
Linthicum Heights, MD

"It's a big help for me. I can quickly print off an attractive bid proposal with multiple bids to show my client."

-Scott Pierce
Project Manager
First Golf Corporation
Tempe, AZ
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When you join Greentrac.com, you join a global B2B community that values what you do.

Efficiency. Accessibility. Price. Get whatever you need and find out what everyone wants through eRFP and eAuction. It's so quick that you have more time for your business, your local community, and yourself.

So isn't it time you joined the Greentrac community?
Visit our Web site at www.greentrac.com or call 1-877-774-8722.

Circle No. 161
Build your own?
The secret to Web commerce is to bring traffic through a site. Without visitors, a Web site has just as much value as a bad catalogue or billboard.

First, those who wish to have their own Web sites should ask themselves what their goals are. Then they should hire professional Web site developers to turn their visions into reality.

Melanie McGee, president of Cleveland-based ImageNation, designs and implements Web sites.

"I would like customers to have ideas of how their sites should look and function, but not concrete demands," she says. "Many people forget that form should follow function."

While she says logos, promotional materials and other advertising materials help sites, she cautions against imitation. "When a client demands that its site look exactly like joebob.com's site, [the client] may be selling itself short."

Decide what the site should do for the businesses.

"I don't think that many people understand the capabilities of good Web developers," McGee says. "They can put more than an advertising-type of site online. If you can dream it up, it can probably be done. Use the knowledge of your Web developer. [Those people] are excellent sounding boards for ideas."

Of course, being ready to build your site makes life easier. It's also a good idea to have everything on disk in digital form. Electronic data (brochures, databases, letters, etc.) is easier to work with than paper-based data.

Survey Says
We surveyed landscape contractors, lawn care operators and grounds managers to discover their e-business tendencies. We found:

- One in five have their own Web-sites (21 percent).
- More than half (53 percent) use the Internet for business-related purposes (71 percent of grounds managers, 55 percent of landscape contractors and 46 percent of lawn care companies managers said they use the Web for business).
- 50 percent use the Internet to find product information.
- 47 percent use it for weather news.
- 45 percent participate in e-mail or bulletin boards online.
- 28 percent find association information online.
- Searching for general information is the most popular use for 89.5 percent.
- Searching for industry information is second most popular for 82.9 percent.
- 35.5 percent said they make purchases on the Internet.
- Mean hours spent online are 4.18 a week.

"The 18,000 buyers that represent those co-ops will come to us when they are looking to purchase lawn and garden and outdoor living products online."

- David Harper, CEO, eGarden.com

Big bucks
If you're thinking about creating a site for a wholesale or distributing business, be assured that this enterprise is more expensive than a promotional site.

"There is a tremendous up-front cost, in the neighborhood of several hundred thousand dollars," says EGarden.com's Harper.

John Cochran, president of Greenbiz.com, says his firm's startup,
which launched April 1, had software costs of $2 million.

Once a site is built, the next task for a site owner is to generate traffic through promotion and advertising. Albert's XSAg.com site was recently recognized by Farm Journal's AG Web Service as having the second best recognized commercial agricultural site on the Web, behind John Deere & Co. Albert says his site's monthly transactions are in the millions of dollars and that there are 50,000 registered users.

When it comes to traffic, eGarden.com's Watson, Green2go.com's Gardner and Plantfind.com's Ferraro talk about building a critical mass, which means a large number of buyers and vendors.

Launched as a retail site in December 1997, eGarden.com currently has 150 vendors and projects it will have 500 by January. Eighteen months after founding the site, Watson sold it to U.S. Home and Garden. Last November, eGarden.com went wholesale and launched an auction site. In July, it opened a virtual store that offers 26 categories of goods in lawn and garden and outdoor living products.

The operation sells goods to both consumers and retailers. In fact, the latest feather in its cap is signing a long-term agreement with the nation's three largest hardware cooperatives — Ace, Tru-Serv and Do-it-Best — to be their exclusive online sales outlet.

Partners and alliances are the building blocks of these businesses. Plantfind.com's Ferraro has cut a deal with the Plant & Supply Locator directory. In return for becoming that publication's exclusive online agent, Plantfind.com will help find it new growers' markets.

What's the fate of offline wholesalers? When asked whether online distribution foreshadows an end to real-time businesses such as brokers and distributors, online business people take a deep breath and say, "No."

Right now, e-commerce sites need vendors as much as they need buyers. Harper and Watson both say that buyers and sellers at their site switch hats all the time. They may come in to sell equipment but, while they're on the site, they might see some fertilizer available at a price from which they can make a profit.

Like so many others, green industry professionals have to get used to the idea of engaging in commerce on the Web. With online transaction sales percentages increasing every year, they can't afford not to.
Computers and E-Maintenance: Fad, Folly or the Future?

Have you succumbed to the computer age? Do you surf the ‘Net? Do you Yahoo? What is your computer IQ rating — two tin cans and a string, or a Pentium 5? And what does any of this have to do with growing grass?

While computers have made a huge impact on our culture, remember that they are only a tool — not a silver bullet to help repair your every woe. The time savings and efficiency that computers provide are directly proportional to how well you understand how to use them. For example, many superintendents over 50 don’t care much about computers, and those in their 40s find computers challenging. But superintendents in their 30s understand random access memory and megahertz, and those in their 20s wonder why their entire courses can’t be mowed robotically from their offices.

We need to remind ourselves that even in this electronic age there are still many courses with manual irrigation systems and six-man crews. To this legion of superintendents, computers will remain Star Wars toys of the future. But there’s no discounting computers’ increasing influence — they’ve even changed the way I do business.

I’ve been the editor of The Florida Green magazine for the Florida Golf Course Superintendents Association for 10 years. Over that decade, computer and software improvements have allowed my publisher and I to graduate from faxes to e-mails and from hour-long file downloading sessions to pdf formatted files which take minutes to send and receive. I can view the entire magazine design on my monitor and make any necessary changes before it goes to press — a vast improvement over the pile of faxes on the floor.

But what about computers and e-maintenance? There’s a tremendous buzz at industry events about online purchasing, GPS mapping and operational tracking. But what does it all mean for the superintendent on a daily basis? If the response to my poll is any indicator, I’d say the pace of computerization of golf course maintenance is slow. I sent out a simple questionnaire to 99 Florida superintendents via my e-mail network and asked them how they used computers at work and only 10 responded.

But for those who use computers, the advantages will put them light years ahead of their competition. Data manipulation helps superintendents prepare budget reports with phenomenal speed, and rapid communication by e-mail has virtually eliminated the phone tag game. And let’s not forget the No. 1 computer use in golf course maintenance — irrigation management.

As for online purchasing, it’s a feature that’s hyped a lot but used sparingly — for the moment. Superintendents are a conservative group who don’t like to be treated as guinea pigs. But this will change as a new generation of workers whose lives are shaped by the Internet join our ranks.

There’s no doubt that a computer can be a powerful tool on the administrative side of the job. Now sign off from the GCSAA Web site and go check on the crew. There are some things a computer can’t do — yet. •

Joe Jackson, the author of this column, retired from Disney’s golf division in 1997 and is director of communications for the Florida Golf Course Superintendents Association.